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Motivation and Goals

Preliminary Results

Future Work

Multirotor Unmanned Aerial Systems(mUAS) enable Atmospheric Boundary
Layer(ABL) measurements with high vertical resolution at distinct geo-locations.
Air surrounding multi-rotor systems are turbulent by nature. Putting the sensor in
UAS without a proper housing poses questions and uncertainty, i.e.,

- is the sensor properly aspirated?
- is it measuring mixed air?
- is it influenced by insolation and other external heat sources?

We designed a Temperature/Humidity sensor housing to answer all these
research questions, and normalize the way we collect ABL boundary layer
measurements with multirotor UAS.

ABL temperature/humidity profile measurements during ISARRA flight week 
in multiple sites, and use them to validate the performance of sensor housing.

Adapt housing design for all form factors, to allow atmospheric scientists and
enthusiasts to measure temperature & pressure with proper sensor criteria fulfilled.

Maintaining Sufficient Sensor Aspiration Shielding Sensors from Insolation, and other External Heat Sources

Minimizing Turbulence in the Aspirating Airflow, and Sampling Air 
from a Source far Removed from the Strongly Mixed Rotor Wash

Modular, Generic Design - Amenable to Changes for Different 
Multirotor UASs

We installed an 'Extech SDL350' anemometer probe inside the sensor
housing to measure the air flow speed. Air flows from East to West through the
housing when the UAS is pointing north. This plot represents 1171 data points
collected over five continuous profile flights(5-120-5m) at a different orientation
on each ascend/descend. Housing maintained high aspirating airflow speed of at
least ~10m/s, c.f., Intermet Systems's XQ sensors require only 5m/s airflow speed.

This plot represents 730 data point collected over five consecutive vertical
profile flight (the vehicle was pointing SW and wind was 6mph from NE). ‘No
housing’ sensor (mounted on the arm, under the propeller) performed almost
similarly to the housed sensor in ascending flight, while descending flight reading is
very unstable. Housing proved to be useful in obtaining stable readings, protecting
the sensors from insolation or other external heat sources.

Intake of the housing points away from the body of the UAS and pressure
deficit created by the rotors induces smooth laminar flow inside the housing. The
simulation was performed for 2m/s vertical speed with no atmospheric winds.

All the parts are modular in design, quick & easy to install, easy to produce
by 3D printing. Assembly/replacement is merely a matter of screwing in the parts in
their place. Housing is compatible with different sensors using a sensor adaptor.
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